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Your Guide to the Origin Blind Collection

The ideal blend of taste and elegance to perfectly match your home

The Origin Blind Collection

G ALLERY

You have the perfect frames…
now choose your ideal ‘canvas’.
With Origin’s superb made-to-measure bi-fold doors you can completely
transform your home, adding a light, spacious feel to any room. And once
you’ve created the look you want, why not add the perfect finishing touch
– Origin bespoke blinds, tailor-made to match your doors.
Blinds to suit any space

Why choose blinds?

Whether you’re looking for blinds to complement your bi-fold doors or any of
your other windows and doors, you’ll find all you need in our Gallery
Collection. Here, you’ll see how our blinds can really enhance your home,
together with our fabulous range of fabric options and all the practical tips
and guidance you need to create the look you’ve always dreamed of.

While bespoke bi-fold doors create a wonderfully light, airy feel to your home,
you’ll find matching blinds not only enhance the look, but offer a practical way
to perfectly adapt your home to different light and weather conditions.

Better still, if you’ve had Origin doors fitted all you need to do is simply give us
the order or plate number, and we’ll have everything we need to make
perfectly matched blinds.

Open, they allow a completely unobstructed panoramic view; closed, they
help your room feel cosy and warm, and keep your home safe from prying
eyes. They can help to control how warm your room gets in full sun, and
protect other furnishings from the effects of strong sunlight. And with fabric
options offering different levels of translucency, you have complete control
over the light levels in your room.
In short, Origin blinds add an extra dimension not only to your bi-fold doors,
but to your entire home.

The ultimate in style
– Electric Roller Blinds
Imagine the luxury of having
elegant tailor-made blinds,
descending effortlessly at the
lightest of touches to give a truly
sophisticated look to your home.
With our electric roller blinds,
it can all be yours…
You have the perfect bi-folding doors. So why choose
anything other than the perfect blinds to complement
them? Our electric roller blinds give you the ultimate in
opulence, discreetly tucked away in a colour-matched
cassette that sits within the reveal so it doesn’t add any
thickness to the look of the frames (in fact, depending
on the stage of construction it can even be completely
concealed so your blinds simply appear from within
the ceiling!).
They’re operated simply by using a hand-held remote
control or wall-mounted touch screen, both completely
wire-free (so no channelling out is needed), so you can
raise or lower the blinds with for the ideal level of shade.
Better still, with the addition of indoor sensors they can also
be programmed to automatically open and close at sun
up and sun down – perfect to help reduce your energy
bills and as added security while you’re away.
Practical and stylish, our roller blinds are available in
an exciting array of colours and fabrics including plains,
patterns, voiles and more, with a range of translucency
and water-resistant options too.

Create a striking
feature with our
panel blinds
Simple and neat, these are
particularly suited to large
openings as the panels
stack neatly behind each
other allowing maximum
light to enter the room – and
to add some real style, using
a combination of fabrics.
They’re essentially made up of large panels of fabric,
each manufactured to the right width for your bi-fold
doors – larger panels for wider openings, and slimmer
panels for a less obstructed view where space is limited
– easily operated using a simple wand or cord system to
provide as much privacy or shade as you need.
The track can extend beyond the reveal for a completely
unobstructed view, and when closed they create a
floor-to-ceiling feature (or even a perfect room divider),
especially when combining different fabrics, colours or
patterns from or range. Our design team can advise you
on the most suitable size for your panels and on how to
create a truly stunning style statement for your room.

Complete the look
While our electric roller and
panel blind options are the ideal
choice for bi-fold doors, other
styles are available in our range
of matching fabrics for your other
doors and windows.

Which

BLINreD?
whe

Electric Roller Blinds
A distinctly practical option,
these make a real statement with
striking fabrics. With full remote
control, they’re the ideal solution
for bi-fold doors.

Panel

Roman Blinds
The classic folding blind, elegant and
fashionable enough to complement
any décor in luxurious fabrics and
subtle textures, Roman blinds add a
sumptuous feel to both contemporary
and traditional settings. Available
with a smooth, even finish or a soft-fold
cascade style, both feature a
super-smooth mechanism.

Vertical Blinds
Discreet and classy, these offer a
flexible shading option being able to
rotate through 180° and move across
the headrail to any position. They’re
ideal for smaller doors or larger
windows, and fabric options include
contemporary colourways, stylish
jacquard weaves and beautiful
natural hues.

Particularly suited to large
openings, especially where the
doors or windows are set back
into the wall in a recess. Ideally
you need an area left or right of
the recess where the panels can
stack when not being used, so
your view isn’t obstructed.

Roman
The classic folding window blind,
elegant and fashionable enough
to complement your door blinds
and other décor, adding a soft,
textured finish to any room.

Vertical
For vertical, read versatile –
discreet and stylish, these add
a classy finishing touch and offer
a practical option for blocking
out light to varying degrees
according to your mood.

Practical information
Safety features

Measuring for your blinds

We’re always safety-conscious around the home. That’s why our electric roller blinds are
such a good choice, as there are no chains or cords – even the wall mounted remote
control is out of children’s reach!

For any other bi-fold doors, we’ll simply need to know the overall measurements and
the width of each individual door leaf. Our blinds can be easily fitted onto any existing
bi-fold doors.

Our other blind designs can incorporate various safety features too, such as cord and
chain tidy, cord and chain cleat, bell toggle and easy break chain connectors.

Cleaning
To keep your Origin blinds looking good, just give the track an occasional dust or wipe
down with a damp cloth – easy!

How to order
Remember that if you already have Origin bi-fold
doors, ordering is really simple! Just tell us your
order reference or give us the serial number of
your doors, and we’ll have all the details we need
on our system to manufacture the perfect set of
blinds for your doors.

Fitting
Like every other aspect of our blinds, fitting is easy! The system is really straightforward, so
you can either have them fitted alongside your doors, by a local handyman or even do it
yourself as full instructions are included! (Please note, a power supply is required to power
the electrical motor. This needs to be installed by a professional electrician. If a power
source is already available, our electric blind systems are hard-wired for easy fitting.)

Our guarantee
For your peace of mind, we guarantee all our blinds for 5 years.
We guarantee all Origin bespoke blinds are free from component and assembly defects
provided that such products are properly installed in a domestic environment. This
guarantee is limited to the original purchaser, and is simple and straightforward with
just a few obvious conditions and exclusions.

The conditions
This guarantee is invalid if the damage or failure was caused by:
• Accident
• Alteration
• Exposure to elements
• Misuse
• Failure to follow measurement, installation, cleaning or maintenance instructions
• Fitted in a non-domestic environment
• Normal wear and tear

Product exclusions
• Warpage through exposure to high humidity
• Fabrics and dyes – normal fading

Scope of warranty
Components
Motors
Labour, collection & re-delivery cost

5 years
5 years
1 year

British manufactured
The very best in British design and handmade quality.
Like our made-to-measure bi-fold doors, Origin bespoke blinds are manufactured in the
UK to the very highest standards.
So as well as having the most stylish option for your windows and doors,
by choosing Origin you’ll be supporting British industry!
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